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Expansion 2 is a supplement for the Mythic Battles game,
which includes new Units, and allows players to reinforce
their armies while facing off against one another in 6 new
epic Battles.

35 Unit cards, 22 Maneuver cards, 7 Unit tokens, 5
Hero cards, 4 Stelae cards, 10 Feat tokens, 2 Battlefield
tiles, 1 Scenario booklet.

Expansion 2 also introduces two new Heroes.

New Talents

ERRATA - Expansion 1

Certain Units in Expansion 2 have Talents which have not been seen
before, and which are not described in the Mythic Battles. You can
find the descriptions of these Talents below:

Minos' Infernal Blaze Talent

Beastly Attack : This Talent can be used only after a CC Attack
. The Unit makes an extra CC Attack
on the target from
its first Attack, with the number of dice indicated at the side of the
Talent. The Target of the Bestial Attack cannot counterattack.

Minos’ Infernal Blaze Talent only affects ground Units adjacent
to Minos. The correct description of the Talent is as follows:
Infernal Blaze: This talent must be used during the Unit’s
activation. All ground Units adjacent to Minos (including
allied Units) suffer an attack with the number of dice
indicated in the description of the Talent. The Units attacked
this way cannot counterattack.
This Talent can be used before or after any Movement
Maneuver or Attack.

Sneak Attack : This talent can only be used during a CC Attack
on a Unit engaged by the enemy. The Unit using the Talent gains +1
to CC Attack
, and the target suffers a penalty of −1 to Defense.
Force of Impact: This Talent can only be used during a Ranged
Attack
after having rolled the dice. If the final result of a
die exceeds the target’s Defense by at least 2, the attacking Unit
inflicts an additional damage. Only one point of additional damage
can be inflicted this way.

This description of the Talent replaces the description in
Expansion 1.

Initiative: During an Attack or Counterattack, the Unit using this
Talent rolls the dice first and inflicts its damage to the enemy Unit
(it immediately loses the Unit cards due to damage inflicted). Then
if the Unit attacked this way survives, it has its turn to roll the
dice, taking into account the new characteristics (if it is making
an Attack or Counterattack). If two Units use this Talent in a fight,
it has no effect.

Arachne's Unit card with a Vitality of 6

Expansion 2 contains an Arachne Unit card with a Vitality of 6 to
replace the one from Expansion 1, onto which a trace of blood
had dripped by mistake.

Hydra Bite: This Talent must be used during activation of the Hydra of
Lerna while it is making a CC Attack
(after a possible movement
maneuver). All enemy ground Units adjacent to the Hydra of Lerna
suffer an attack with the number of dice indicated in the description of
the Talent. The Units attacked this way cannot counterattack.
Regeneration : The Unit can only use this Talent at the end of its
activation, which is to say after it has completed all its maneuvers.
The Unit immediately recovers one level of Vitality (put the card
with the better Vitality back on top of the Unit’s stack). This Talent
can only be used once per activation.
Riposte : The Unit can make a Counterattack with the number of
dice indicated in the description of the Talent, without discarding
the Maneuver card. The other conditions of the Counterattack
(page 11 of the base game’s rules) remain unchanged. The Unit
can use this Talent once against each CC Attack
made against
it (Power Points must be spent with each utilization).
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When you draw a Hero card, keep it in your hand. You can play this
card and apply the effects described in the text of the card (see 5).

New Heroes
Heroes, such as Achilless and Atalanta whom you can find in this
Expansion, are mythical characters linked by their ancestry with both
Mortals and Gods. These exceptional beings can join the ranks of your
army, and lend you a helping hand in attaining Victory. They provide
invaluable support due to their strength, their spirit, or their mastery of
the Art of War.

Note: As with any card from the deck, it is possible to search for a
Hero card in your deck by spending an Art of War card.
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In order to recruit a Hero, proceed in the same fashion as if you were
recruiting a Legendary Unit:
Spend the recruitment points indicated on the Hero card.
The recruited Heroes must be of the same faction as your army,
or neutral.
A given Hero can only be recruited once in a given army.

3
4

Note: A Hero doesn’t count as a Unit and does not count toward the
minimum of 5 Units required to construct your army.
When you recruit a Hero, you receive the corresponding card, which
you must place in your deck. You do not receive a Unit token, Unit
cards, or Maneuver cards.

New Rule:

Variable Maneuver Characteristic
Certain Unit cards have a symbol
beside the Maneuver icon
.
This signifies that one of this Unit’s Maneuver cards in the deck bears
the same symbol
.
This Maneuver card can only be played if the Unit card visible on top
of the Unit stack bears the same symbol
. Otherwise, it counts as
a card from a destroyed Unit (remember: A Movement card from a
destroyed Unit can only be used by discarding it to convert it into 1
Power Point).

Example: Alexis plays the Hydra of Lerna in her army. The Hydra of
Lerna has already taken several hits, and now only has 5 Vitality left.
The
symbol is present on the Hydra of Lerna Unit card, so Alexis
can still activate the Hydra by discarding the Hydra of Lerna Maneuver
card bearing the
symbol.
On the next turn, the Hydra of Lerna suffers another wound, and the
symbol is no longer present on its Unit card (Vitality 4). If Alexis
hadn’t yet played the Maneuver card by this point, she wouldn’t be
able to use it to activate the Hydra of Lerna — even though the Unit
hasn’t been destroyed yet.
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2
5

1

Number of Hero cards
present in the deck.

2
3
4
5

Name.
Faction Symbol.
Recruitment Cost.
Special Rule.

Neutral Units

and

In order to balance the chances of the players over the course of long
campaigns (5 scenarios or more), we suggest applying the following rules:

Heroes

The winner of the scenario gains a Stelae card, but these are now
solely for the purpose of keeping track of each player’s victories.
The Stelae cards no longer have any effect during the game.

The Units and Heroes of this expansion are all neutral, and can
thus be recruited by any army. The rules of the base game and
Expansion 1 already specified that an army can only include
Units and Heroes of the same faction, as well as neutral Units.
Expansion 2 introduces a new rule for Army construction: It is
just as legal to construct an army out of nothing but neutral
Units and Heroes.

of

Each time a player gains a Stelae card, he also gains a
“Feat” token. These tokens can be discarded during the
game in order to benefit from one of the effects, previously
triggered by playing a Stelae card, that are specified on
page 3 of the campaign booklet for “The Stelae of Destiny”.
Once discarded, a “Feat” token is lost, and can no longer be
recovered or used.

Additional Scenarios for The Stelae

Destiny

A player cannot have more than 5 “Feat” tokens at the start of a
game. Any tokens beyond 5 are lost.

Expansion 2 contains 6 scenarios to be added to The Stelae of Destiny
campaign from the Mythic Battles base game.

New Rule

All the scenarios included in this rulebook require the use of the
Mythic Battles base game, as well as the contents of Expansion 2.
They are intended for experienced players, and require using all the
rules of Mythic Battles.

for

The Battles depicted in the 6 scenarios of this booklet take place
at the same time as those of The Stelae of Destiny, and thus can
be played after those of that campaign, or by playing them between
two Battles from that campaign — at the players’ discretion. From a
narrative point of view, they all take place before the scenario “The
Dusk of Corleus”.

4 Players

New Terrain Effects
Fortifications: A ground Unit in a Fortification space
receives the following modifiers:
+1 to Defense against ground Units,
+1 to Ranged Attack,
+1 to Range by spending 1 Power Point.
A ground Unit can only enter a Fortification space if it is adjacent to
this space when it is activated. When a ground Unit moves from a
space other than a Fortification onto a Fortification space, its move
ends immediately.

Unless stated otherwise, the winner of one of the Expansion 2
scenarios wins a Stelae card (see “The Stelae of Destiny” campaign
booklet).
In order to play these scenarios, apply all the rules of Mythic Battles
— the base game, as well as those
contained in the Campaign booklet “The Stelae of Destiny”, regarding
the rules on Stelae.

New Campaign Rules Related
Stelae

with

The Mythic Battles base game provides for a 4player game in which
each player gets 60 recruitment points to construct his army. With
the new Units contained in Expansion 2, the players can agree to form
even greater armies with 100 recruitment points.

Certain scenarios are intended to use the Units from Expansion 1,
“The Bloody Dawn of Legends”. If you don’t have this expansion, you
can use any other Unit with the same recruitment cost as a substitute
for any Unit you don’t have.

the

Games

Aquatic Zones: Whenever a ground Unit passes over a
space with the Aquatic Zone symbol, it must immediately
stop its movement — it will be able to move normally
during its next activation, except if it passes over another
Aquatic Zone space. Additionally, it suffers a penalty of −1 to attack
and defense each turn that it is in an Aquatic Zone space.

to

The campaign booklet “The Stelae of Destiny” specified that the
winner of each battle is rewarded with a Stelae card, which grants a
bonus for each battle to come.

Remember: Flying Units are not affected by terrain effects.
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Scenario I -

Walls

of

Dust

“Once again, my talent for strategy has led us to victory: Our swiftest warriors seized the stelae while the bulk of our troops took control of an outpost that
the enemy conveniently neglected to defend. The stelae, on the other hand, is now safe within our fortifications and we should be able to shatter the futile siege
by Athena’s warriors! Those warriors, however, are amassed around an imposing war machine, and they do not appear ready to resign to the inevitability of
their defeat. My instincts alerted me to an imminent danger! No matter how prepared these mortals are, I swear that they shall not penetrate this enclosure!”
Rhadamanthus, Judge of Hell

The forces of Hades are entrenched in fortifications. The forces of Athena are trying to break down the walls that separate them from
a stelae.
Tiles: MB1-TR12 / MB3-TV04 / MB3-TV02 / MB1-TR02

Army List

Athena

Victory Conditions

Army List

Hades

100

1 Catapult

91

Rhadamanthus,

3 Hoplites

Judge of Hell

3 Spartans

1 Infernal
Auditors

3 Sisters of
Athena

3 Damned
Artillerymen
2 Infernal
Marauders

Hades
deployment
zone

Athena

Have at least 2 Units in a
Fortification space at the
end of your opponent’s turn.

Hades

Prevent your opponent
from claiming victory
before the decks are
reshuffled for the 3rd time.

2 Legion of the
Damned

Special Rules
Place the Stelae tokens as indicated in the plan. These Stelae
tokens represent the favorable positions to fire the catapult at
the keystones of the ramparts.

The Athena player can activate a ground Unit adjacent to the
catapult once per turn in order to move the catapult one space.
The activated Unit cannot do any other maneuvers as part of
this action.

If the catapult is activated when it is on a space containing
a Stelae, remove the token from the Battlefield. Other units
can pass through or occupy a space with a Stelae token (in this
case, place the Stelae token on top of the Unit).

Each player adds 9 Art of War cards to his deck.
Athena’s Units can deploy anywhere on the board, except in
Hades’ deployment zone or on a Stelae token.

If all the Stelae tokens are removed from the Battlefield,
the walls are destroyed. All the ground Units placed on the
Fortification spaces immediately suffer one point of damage.
The Fortification spaces no longer offer any modification, and
are considered to be normal spaces until the end of the game.
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Scenario II -

Bloody Spectacle

“The mercenaries had seized a Stelae. Their emissary had offered to hand it over to us in exchange for a hefty ransom. I thought that taking advantage of
this opportunity would put me in charge of a new Stelae while preserving the blood of my soldiers. However, what I did not expect was that these mangy dogs
had made a similar offer to the troops of Hades which we were now facing. Positioned around the Stelae, the mercenaries seemed to want to delight in the
spectacle of the coming confrontation. But those idiots did not gauge the risk they were taking!”
Andonios, Athenian Infantry Captain

During this battle, there are two paths to victory for Hades’ and Athena’s forces: conquer the enemy’s army, or take the Stelae from
the mercenaries.
Place the Unit stacks for the 3 Mercenaries Units beside the Battlefield. These are Neutral Units, affiliated with no army.
Tiles: MB3-TR01 / MB3-TV04 / MB1-TR04 / MB1-TR09

Army List

Athena

Mercenaries Units

92

Army List

Hades

92

1 Matriarchs

2 Spartans

1 Catapult

(Expansion 1 Unit)

2 Sisters of
Athena

1 Cerberus,
Guardian of
the Gate of
Hell

2 Hoplites
2 Toxotes

2 Infernal
Auditors
3 Legion of
the Damned

Hades deployment
zone

Athena deployment
zone

2 Damned
Artillerymen

Victory Conditions
Athena /

The first time a player attacks a Mercenaries Unit, or that one
of his Units takes the Stelae, his opponent takes a Stelae token.

Hades

A player with a Stelae token can freely activate one (and only
one) Mercenaries Unit of his choice at the end of his turn.

Reduce the enemy’s army to 2 Units, or bring the Stelae token
back to your deployment zone.

A Mercenaries Unit automatically counterattacks each melee
attack of which it is the target.

Special Rules

Each player adds 8 Art of War cards to his deck.

Both armies have the option of retrieving the Stelae, or
attacking the Mercenary Units.
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Scenario III -

The Honor

of the

Myrmidons

“Since time immemorial, our people have been considered some of the most powerful soldiers in all of Greece. With just one of our regiments, we can turn
the tide of a battle. Nothing surpasses the fear that grips our enemies upon seeing our warriors charging. And on this day, we will be remembered by mortals
and Olympians alike! The epic tales of the battles raging between Hades and Athena are an affront that eclipses our own illustrious glory! On this day, our
honor will be washed in blood, and the superiority of our military prowess will be demonstrated!”
Achilles, Leader of the Myrmidons

The Honor of the Myrmidons is a scenario for 3 players. The Myrmidons are opposing the troops of Hades and Athena in order to demonstrated
their strength.

Myrmidons

Athena

1 Myrmidons

1 Dawn
Regiment

85

1 Gymnetes

85

Hades

Army List
Athena
deployment
zone

Army List

1 Hoplites

1 Infernal
Marauders

2 Gymnetes

Myrmidons
deployment
zone

Victory Conditions
Athena /

Hades /

Minos, Judge of
Hell (Expansion

(Expansion 1 Unit)

1 Mercenaries

Achilles

85

2 Damned of
Tartarus

1 Hoplites

1 Mercenaries

Hades

1 Mercenaries

1 Spartans

1 Catapult

Army List

1 Unit)

3 Sisters of
Athena

2 Spartans

deployment zone

Tiles: MB1-TR10 / MB2-TV02 / MB1-TR05 / MB1-TR12

1 Legion of the
Damned
1 Damned
Artillerymen

third player is the one with the lowest roll. In the case of a tie,
reroll the tied results in order to break the tie.
Deployment and the turn sequence is in the following order:
Player 1 – Player 2 – Player 3
The decks are reshuffled when all three players have
exhausted their decks.
In order to easily distinguish the different Units, the Athena
player uses the side of the Unit tokens with the gold border;
Hades, the side with the grey border. The Myrmidons player
uses whichever side he likes, but places a Stelae token on
his Units.
Each player adds 8 Art of War cards to his deck.

Myrmidons

As soon as an army is reduced to 2 Units, its General is
conquered and all his Units are removed from the Battlefield.
The Winner is the player whose Units are still in the game after
his two opponents have been removed from the Battlefield.

Special Rules
Determine the first player as in a normal game: The first
player is the one who gets the highest roll on one die; the
second player is the one who gets the secondhighest roll; the
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Scenario IV -

Blood Ties

“The divine lightning had struck the desolate and deserted lands of the humans since time immemorial. And all because therein lay the lair of Echidna, the
immortal nymph. Echidna had given life to the worst monstrosities to have fouled the land of the humans. I had no delusions about the hospitality the mistress had
in store for us. First we must overcome the fangs and claws of the spawn of Echidna, so we can then battle against the warriors of Hades. The only comforting
thought that comes to mind is that our enemy must face the same perils.”
Eirini, Priestess of the Sisters of Athena

Blood Ties is a scenario divided into 3 battles. During the first two battles, the forces of Athena and Hades must each take a turn confronting the minions
of Echidna. The last battle forces the survivors of both camps to temporarily form an unlikely alliance.

Part 1: The Test

of

Echidna’s Fangs

Victory Conditions

Tiles: MB1-TR08 / MB2-TR01 /
MB1-TR04 / MB1-TR02

Athena /
Army List
79

Nemean Lion
Cerberus

Army List

Hades

100

Minos, Judge of
Hell (Expansion
1 Unit)

1 Infernal
Auditors
1 Legion of the
Damned
3 Damned
Artillerymen
1 Infernal
Marauders
2 Damned
of Tartarus
(Expansion 1 Unit)

Athena
deployment zone

Chimera

Hades
deployment zone

Athena

Hades

There is no winner at the end of this
scenario. The goal is to determine the
troops of Hades that will fight in the 3rd
scenario.

Special Rules

The goal of Hades’ army is to get his
Units across the battlefield, minimizing
the damage and losses inflicted upon
them by Athena’s army.
When one of Hades’ Units is makes it
into the deployment zone of Athena’s
General, remove it from the Battlefield
(remove the corresponding Unit token
from the gameboard). Note the level of
health of the Unit when it leaves play.
This Unit will return in the 3rd part of this
scenario with the same health. Units
having left the Battlefield this way are
called Hades’ surviving Units.
The goal for the Athena player is to
inflict as much damage and as many losses to Hades’ forces as possible, in order to weaken them for the last
scenario.
If all the Units of one of the two armies are destroyed, the battle ends, and you can move on immediately to
the following scenario (if Athena’s army is entirely destroyed, make sure to note the Vitality of all of Hades’
remaining Units).
If one of the Units of the Athena player is reduced to 2 or fewer life points, immediately remove the corresponding
Unit token from the Battlefield (Echidna reminds her progeny that she wishes to preserve them).
For each point of damage inflicted by Athena’s army, the Hades player takes a Stelae token or a Unit token
not used in this game. These tokens are called Trophy tokens. Note the number of these tokens at the end of
the game. They will serve to determine which camp will join Atalanta (Hero) in the third Part of the scenario.
Each player adds 8 Art of War cards to his deck.
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Part 2: The Test

of

Echidna’s Claws
Tiles: MB3-TR03 / MB3-TV04 / MB1-TR12 / MB2-TV02

Army List

Athena

Army List

Hades

100

79

Chimera

2 Toxotes

Nemean Lion

Arachne

Cerberus

Spawn of
Arachne
(Expansion 1 Unit)

2 Sisters of
Athena

Athena
deployment zone

(Expansion 1 Unit)

Hades
deployment zone

3 Spartans

Victory Conditions
Athena /

The goal for the Hades player is to inflict as much damage
and as many losses to Athena’s forces as possible, in order to
weaken them for the last scenario.
If all the Units of one of the two armies are destroyed, the
battle ends, and you can move on immediately to the following
scenario (if Hades’ army is entirely destroyed, make sure to
note the Vitality of all of Athena’s remaining Units).
If one of the Units of the Hades player is reduced to 2 or fewer
life points, immediately remove the corresponding Unit token
from the Battlefield (Echidna reminds her progeny that she
wishes to preserve them).
For each point of damage inflicted by Hades’ army, the
Athena player takes a Stelae token or a Unit token not used in
this game. These tokens are called Trophy tokens. Note the
number of these tokens at the end of the game. They will serve
to determine which camp will join Atalanta (Hero) in the third
Part of the scenario.
Each player adds 8 Art of War cards to his deck.

Hades

There is no winner at the end of this scenario. The goal is
to determine the troops of Athena that will fight in the 3rd
scenario.

Special Rules
The goal of Athena’s army is to get her Units across the
battlefield, minimizing the damage and losses inflicted upon
them by Hades’ army.
When one of Athena’s Units is makes it into the deployment
zone of Hades’ General, remove it from the Battlefield (remove
the corresponding Unit token from the gameboard). Note the
level of health of the Unit when it leaves play. This Unit will
return in the 3rd part of this scenario with the same health.
Units having left the Battlefield this way are called Athena’s
surviving Units.
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Part 3: The Pact
“Until today, I have never hesitated to throw my troops into combat. But I recognize when a battle is lost before it starts. It had been two days since our troops
first waded into the putrid waters of the swamp. Imagine my surprise when I realized that the stelae was guarded by the most formidable predator in all the
land, the Hydra of Lerna! The strength of the troops under my command had been worn down by the spawn of Echidna. Our surviving warriors would not
suffice to kill the monster and seize the stelae. But it was the same for the enemy troops. Against my will, I resolved to make a pact with the forces of Athena
in order to attempt to battle the monster... but our alliance would only last so long!”
Fedor, Leader of the Infernal Marauders

The troops of Athena and Hades must unite forces in order to try to vanquish the Hydra of Lerna. If they succeed, they will confront one another
in order to seize the Stelae. Place the Hydra of Lerna card stack beside the Battlefield.
The Hydra of Lerna is a Neutral Unit, affiliated with no army.

Tiles: MB1-TR03 / MB1-TR08 / MB3-TV02 / MB3-TR03 / MB2-TR01 / MB1-TR10

Army List

Athena

Victory Conditions
Athena /

Hades
deployment zone

Athena’s
surviving Units
1 Spartans

Hades

Get one of your Units, carrying the
Stelae, to your deployment zone. If the
Hydra manages to destroy both armies,
the Battle ends in a draw, and there
is no winner; neither player receives
the Stelae card. The General who wins
earns 2 Stelae cards.

1 Hoplites

Special Rules
The player with more Trophy tokens
welcomes Atalanta into his army for
free.
The 2 armies cannot fight one
another as long as the Hydra of Lerna
is in the game.
At the end of his turn, a player can
activate the Hydra of Lerna for free (no
Maneuver card is required).
After having activated the Hydra, this
player rolls a die. On a result of 0 or 5,
the Hydra regenerates a life point.
Ignore the Talents of the Hydra of Lerna:
They cannot be used in this scenario.
The Hydra automatically counterattacks each melee attack of which it is
the target.
For each point of damage inflicted on
the Hydra, a player immediately gains 2
Power Points.
When the Hydra of Lerna leaves the
game, place a Stelae token on the space
where they Hydra had been before it
left the battlefield.

Army List

Hades

-

Hades’s
surviving Units
1 Infernal
Auditors
1 Legion of the
Damned

Hydra of Lerna

Athena
deployment zone
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Game Aid
Your Turn
Draw three cards from your deck.
If you've drawn one or more Art of War cards, place them
in front of you. Keep your Maneuver cards in your hand.
Activate one or more Units.

Setup
Recruit your Units.
Roll a die to determine who starts.
Set up the Battlefield and determine the Deployment
Zones.
Create your Unit stacks and the Power point reserve.
Place your Unit tokens on your Deployment Zone.
Create your deck: your Maneuver cards + 10 Art of
War cards.
Create your hand by drawing 7 cards.

Unit Recruitment
Choose your Faction.
Recruit 5 – 10 Units, costing a total of 100 Recruitment
points.
You can only recruit Units of the Faction you've chosen,
or Neutral Units.
For each recruitedUnit, take the Unit cards, the
Maneuver cards, and the corresponding Unit tokens.
You can recruit up to 3 time the same Unit, but for
each Unit in your Army, the Unit cards, the Maneuver
cards, and the Unit token must have the same name,
the same affiliation, and the same illustration.

Description

of the

Symbols

Cost
. Indicates the cost of the Unit in
Recruitment points.
Characteristics:
Vitality. Indicates the number of Wounds the
Unit can take before being destroyed.
Movement Value. Indicated the number of
spaces the Unit can move during an activation.
If the Unit performs a Combat Maneuver during
the turn, use the central number. Otherwise,
use the number on the right.
Close Combat Attack (CC). Indicates the
number of dice the player uses when rolling
Close Combat Attacks.
Ranged Attack. Indicates the number of dice
the player uses when making a Ranged Attack.
The number underneath indicates the range of
the Attack.
Defense. Indicates the difficulty of Attack rolls
made against the Unit.
Maneuvers. Indicates the number of Maneuver
cards available for this Unit.
The
symbol means that the Unit gains +1 for its next
Maneuver or action if its General pays 1 Power point
(once per Maneuver or action).
The
symbol next to the Maneuver characteristic
indicates that one of the Maneuver cards of this Unit,
present in the draw deck, bears that same symbol, can
only be played if the Unit card visible on the top of the
Unit stack bears the symbol
.
Leadership Value
. Indicates the number if
Power points gained by discarding a Maneuver card.
Faction symbol (Athena
/ Hades
) or Neutral
symbol
.

Attack

Power Points
You get Power Points by discarding Art of War cards (1
card = 2 points) or Maneuver cards from your hand (as
many points as the Unit's Leadership value / 1 in case of
a destroyed Unit).
You spend your Power Points to activate your Units'Talents
symbol.
or to get +1 in a charasteristic followed by the

Terrain Effects
Terrain effects only concern ground Units
Hill:
1 to CC Attack and ranged Attack.
-1 to Defense against flying Units
Attacks.

.

and Ranged

Forest:
and ranged Attacks.
+1 to Defense against flying Units
-1 Movement for the remainder of the turn.
Ruins:
+1 to Defense against ranged Attacks.
Impassable Terrain:
cannot pass through or stop on this space.
Ground Units
Crevasse:
As above.
The Hills, Forests, Ruins and Impassable Terrain are
obstacles to Ranged Attacks.
Aquatic Zones:
The Movement of ground Units immediately ends for
the turn.
-1 to CC Attack, Ranged Attacks and Defense
Fortifications:
+1 to Defense against ground Units,
+1 to Ranged Attack,
+1 to Range by spending 1 Power Point.
For having tested, advised and followed along Mythic
Battles, the author would like to thank:
The pros: Tanguy Gréban de Case Départ, Thibaut Gruel de
la Caverne du Gobelin, Léonidas Vesperini and Aurore Py.
The Vogt family: Romane, Murielle, Audrey, Patricia, and Gilbert.
The cousins: Béatrice, Julien, and Emilie Guillot, as well as
Nicolas Pilon.
The buddies: Pierre Mazerand, Cordélia Hurth and Ludovic
Lepercq, Mickael Sohet, as well as Jonathan Chertesz.
The Bohn family: Simone, Gérard, and Cécile.
Loïc Muzy, JeanLuc Muzy, Alexandre Nicolas, and Olivier
Trocklé for their investment and their availability.

and

Wounds

Roll a number of dice equal to the Attack value of
your Unit.
If you wish, you may discard one or more dice. For
each discarded die, increase the value of another die
by 1.
You may re-roll each 5 obtained. The result of the
new roll is added to the previous result.
Discard dice to boost again if you so wish.
Total up your successes.
Each die is read, discarded or re-rolled individually.
At any point that you roll a 0, immediately remove
that die; it will not be part of the result. A re-rolled 5
obtaining 0 gives a final result of 5.
For each success obtained by the attacker, the
defender suffers a Wound.
For each Wound suffered, the defender
removes a card from the top of the stack
representing the attacked Unit, and places it
on the bottom of the same stack, face-down.
A Unit is destroyed when all cards which
compose its stack are face-down.

Units Activation
Choose the Unit you wish to activate.
Discard a Maneuver card for that Unit.
Perform a Maneuver with that Unit: a Movement and/
or an Attack.
You can decide to activate another unit by discarding an
Art of War card. The standard activation rules apply.
It is possible to repeat this process as many times as
desired. A General who decides to activate a 3rd Unit
must discard 2 Art of War cards, 3 for a 4th Unit, etc.
It is not possible to activate the same Unit twice in a
given turn.
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